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Required	Reading	

• 	P.	Chu,	FPGA	Prototyping	by	VHDL	Examples	

Chapter	16,	PicoBlaze	I/O	Interface	

Chapter	17,	PicoBlaze	Interrupt	Interface	

Xilinx	PicoBlaze	User	Guide	(UG	129)		
Chapter	4	&	6	



Input	InstrucCons	

INPUT	sX,		KK 	PORT_ID	<=	KK 	 	 	direct	
	 	 	sX	<=	IN_PORT	
	 	 	kk	is	the	address	of	a	peripheral.	

	
INPUT	sX,		(sY) 	PORT_ID	<=	sY 	 	 	indirect	

	 	 	sX	<=	IN_PORT	
	 	 	sY	stores	address	of	a	peripheral.	
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Input	OperaCon	and	FPGA	Interface	
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Chapter 6: Input and Output Ports

INPUT Operations
An INPUT operation transfers the data supplied on the IN_PORT input port to any one of 
the 16 data registers, defined by register sX, as shown in Figure 6-1. The PORT_ID output 
port, defined either by register sY or an 8-bit immediate constant, selects the desired input 
source. Input sources are generally selected via a multiplexer, using a portion of the bits 
from the PORT_ID output port to select a specific source. The size of the multiplexer is 
proportional to the number of possible input sources, which has direct implications on 
performance.

The INPUT operation asserts the associated READ_STROBE output pulse on the second 
cycle of the two-cycle INPUT cycle, as shown in Figure 6-2. The READ_STROBE signal is 
seldom used in applications but it indicates that the PicoBlaze microcontroller has 
acquired the data. READ_STROBE is critical when reading data from a FIFO, 
acknowledging receipt of data as shown in Figure 6-4.

Table 6-1: Decoding PORT_ID Depending on Number of Ports

Number of Ports INPUT OUTPUT

0 to 1 No multiplexing required No decoding required

2 to 8 Single input multiplexer
Binary encode PORT_ID

“One hot” encode PORT_ID

9 to 256 Cascaded multiplexer tree
Binary encode PORT_ID

Binary encode PORT_ID
Hybrid “one hot”/binary encoded

Figure 6-1: INPUT Operation and FPGA Interface Logic
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Input	InstrucCons:	Timing	Diagram	
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INPUT Operations

In this example, the PicoBlaze microcontroller is reading data from the port address 
defined by the contents of register s7. The read data is captured in register s0. When the 
instruction executes, the contents of register S7 appear on the PORT_ID port. The 
PORT_ID is then decoded by FPGA logic external to the PicoBlaze microcontroller and the 
requested data is eventually presented on the IN_PORT port. The READ_STROBE signal 
goes High during the second clock cycle of the instruction, although the READ_STROBE 
signal is primarily used only by FIFOs so that the FIFO can update its read pointer. The 
data presented on the IN_PORT port is captured on rising clock edge 2, marking the end of 
the INPUT instruction. Data needs only be present with sufficient setup time to this clock 
edge. After rising clock edge 2, the data on the IN_PORT port is captured and available in 
the target register, register s0 in this case.

Because the PORT_ID is valid for two clock cycles, the input data multiplexer can be 
registered to maintain performance, as shown in Figure 6-3. In most applications, the 
actual clock cycle when the PicoBlaze microcontroller reads an input is not critical. 
Therefore the paths from the various sources can typically be registered. For example, 
signals arriving from the FPGA pins can be captured using input flip-flops. Registering the 
input path simplifies timing specifications, avoids reports of ‘false paths’ and leads to more 
reliable designs.

Figure 6-2: Port Timing for INPUT Instruction
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register s0 on this clock edge.
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Four	ConCnuous-Access	Ports	
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Output	InstrucCons	

	

OUTPUT		sX,		KK	 	PORT_ID	<=	KK 	 	direct		
	 	 	 	OUT_PORT	<=	sX	

OUTPUT	sX,	(sY)	 	PORT_ID	<=	sY 	 	indirect	
	 	 	 	OUTPUT	<=	sX	
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•  write_strobe	is	asserted	in	the	2nd	cycle	of	an	output	instrucOon.	
•  Used	to	noOfy	target	the	validaty	of	the	data	on	out_port	



Output	Interfacing	
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OUTPUT Operations

OUTPUT Operations
As shown in Figure 6-5, an OUTPUT operation presents the contents of any of the 16 
registers to the OUT_PORT output port. The PORT_ID output port, defined either by 
register sY or an 8-bit immediate constant, selects the desired output destination. The 
WRITE_STROBE output pulse indicates that data on the OUT_PORT port is valid and 
ready for capture. Typically, the WRITE_STROBE signal, combined with the decoded 
PORT_ID port, is used as either a clock enable or a write enable signal to other FPGA logic 
that captures the output data. 

The OUTPUT operation asserts the associated WRITE_STROBE output pulse beginning on 
rising CLK edge 1 of the two-cycle OUTPUT instruction, as shown in Figure 6-6. In this 
particular example, the PicoBlaze microcontroller writes the contents of register s0 to 
hexadecimal port address 65. The contents of register s0 appear on the OUT_PORT port; 
the port address appears on the PORT_ID port. The WRITE_STROBE goes High on the 
second clock cycle to indicate that data is valid.

Figure 6-4: READ_STROBE Indicates a Successful INPUT Operation
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If performance is adequate,
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PORT_ID decode logic.
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Figure 6-5: OUTPUT Operation and FPGA Interface
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Output	OperaCon	and	FPGA	Interface	
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Chapter 6: Input and Output Ports

Simple Output Structure for Few Output Destinations
For eight or less simple output ports, use “one-hot” port addresses and only decode the 
appropriate PORT_ID signal, as shown in Figure 6-7. This technique greatly reduces the 
address decode logic which lowers cost and maximizes performance. This approach also 
reduces the loading on the PORT_ID bus, which is often critical to overall system 
performance.

If the number of decoded PORT_ID bits is three or less, then the decode logic fits in a single 
level of FPGA logic, maximizing performance.

Figure 6-6: Port Timing for OUTPUT Instruction
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enable to capture output values

in FPGA logic.
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Output	Decoding	
of	Four	Output	
Registers	
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Decoder	Logic	

OUTPUT PORT 369 

Figure 16.2 Output decoding of four output registers. 

Truth table of a decoding circuit Table 16.1 

input output 
wri te -s t robe  p o r t  - id  (1) por t - id(  0) en-d 

- - 0000 
0 0 000 1 
0 1 0010 
1 0 0100 
1 1 1000 

16.2.2 Output interface 

The output interface between PicoBlaze and an output peripheral usually consists of a 
decoding circuit and necessary output buffers, which are normally an array of registers. 
The decoding circuit decodes the port id and generates an enable tick accordingly. After 
the output instruction, the data will be stored in the designated buffer. 

To illustrate the construction, let us consider a PicoBlaze interface with four output 
buffers. We assign 0016, OIl6, 0216, and 0316 as their port ids. Note that the six MSBs of 
the port addresses are identical and only two LSBs are needed to distinguish a port. The 
block diagram is shown in Figure 16.2. The key is the decoding circuit, whose function 
table is shown in Table 16.1. It is a 2-t0-2~ decoder. In the second clock cycle of an 
output instruction, wr i te -s t robe  is asserted and 1 bit of the 4-bit en-d signal is asserted 
accordingly. The one-clock-cycle enable tick activates the corresponding output register to 
retrieve data from the out-port  signal. The decoding timing diagram of the instruction 

output  s o ,  02 

The	decoder	logic	can	be	saved	by	using	one-hot	codes	for	
port_id	if	the	output	ports	are	smaller	than	8.	
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Timing	Diagram	of	an	Output	InstrucCon	

output	s0,	02	
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OUTPUT Operations

As shown in Figure 6-8, use CONSTANT directives in the program make the code readable 
and help ensure that the correct ports are decoded. Because the PORT_ID addresses use 
“one-hot” encoding, it is also possible to create a single address that incorporates all the 
individual addresses. This way, the PicoBlaze microcontroller can send a broadcast 
message to all of the output destinations—in this case, a single instruction clears all 
destinations.

Figure 6-7: Simple Address Decoding for Designs with Few Output Destinations

Figure 6-8: Use CONSTANT Directives to Declare Output Port Addresses
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; Use CONSTANT declarations to define output port addresses
CONSTANT Port_A, 01
CONSTANT Port_B, 02
CONSTANT Port_C, 04
CONSTANT Port_D, 08
CONSTANT Broadcast, FF
;
; Use assigned port names for better readability
OUTPUT s0, Port_A
OUTPUT s1, Port_B
OUTPUT s2, Port_C
OUTPUT s4, Port_D
;
; Send broadcast message to all addresses to clear all output registers
LOAD   s0, 00
OUTPUT s0, Broadcast

Simple	Address	
Decoding	for	
Designs	with	<8		
Output	Components	
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Interrupt	Flow	
1.  Enabled	interrupts	
2.  An	interrupt	occurs	

3.  Execute	call	3FF	
4.  Execute	jump	isr	

5.  Execute	interrupt	service	
rouOne	(ISR)	at	isr	

6.  execute	returni	enable	at	
the	end	of	ISR,	and	
resume	the	normal	
operaOon	
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Chapter 4: Interrupts

A special RETURNI command ensures that the end of an interrupt service routine restores 
the status of the flags and controls the enable of future interrupts. When the RETURNI 
instruction is executed, the PC values saved onto the CALL/RETURN stack is 
automatically reloaded to the PC register. Likewise, the ZERO and CARRY flags are 
restored and program flow returns to the instruction following the instruction where the 
interrupt occurred.

If the application does not require an interrupt, tie the INTERRUPT signal Low. 
Consequently, all 1,024 instruction locations are available.

Example Interrupt Flow

Figure 4-2 shows an example program flow during an interrupt event.

1. By default, the INTERRUPT input is disabled. The ENABLE INTERRUPT instruction 
must execute before the interrupt is recognized. 

2. In this example, interrupts are enabled and the PicoBlaze microcontroller is executing 
the INPUT s1,01 instruction. Simultaneously to executing this instruction, an 
interrupt arrives on the INTERRUPT input. The PicoBlaze microcontroller does not act 
on the interrupt until it finishes executing the INPUT s1, 01 instruction.

Figure 4-2: Example Interrupt Flow

The interrupt input is not
recognized until the
INTERRUPT_ENABLE flag is set.

In timing-critical functions or areas
where absolute predictability is
required, temporarily disable the
interrupt.  Re-enable the interrupt
input when the time-critical function
is complete.

Always return from a sub-routine
call with the  RETURN instruction. 

The interrupt vector is always
located at the most-significant
memory location, where all the
address bits are ones. Jump to the
interrupt service routine.

The interrupt input is automatically
disabled.

Use the RETURNI instruction to
return from an interrupt.

INTERRUPT
input

asserted.

     ADDRESS 000
          main:

     ENABLE INTERRUPT

     INPUT s0, 00

     INPUT s1, 01

     ADD s0, s1

     OUTPUT s0, 00

     CALL critical_timing

     JUMP main

critical_timing: DISABLE INTERRUPT

     ENABLE INTERRUPT

     RETURN

            isr: TEST s7, 02

     RETURNI ENABLE

     ADDRESS 3FF

     JUMP isr
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 



Interrupt	Related	InstrucCons	
RETURNI ENABLE 

         PC <= STACK[TOS] ;  TOS <= TOS – 1; 

         I <= 1;   C<= PRESERVED C;   Z<= PRESERVED Z 
 

RETURNI    DISABLE 

         PC <= STACK[TOS] ;  TOS <= TOS – 1; 

         I <= 0;   C<= PRESERVED C;   Z<= PRESERVED Z 

 
ENABLE INTERRUPT  

         I <=1; 

 
DISABLE INTERRUPT  

         I <=0; 
17 
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Interrupt	Interface	with	a	Single	Event	

interrupt	should	hold	high	unOl	interrupt_ack	is	asserted.	
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Interrupt	Interface	with	Two	Requests	

ISR	reads	in_port[1:0],	decides	which	request	should	be	
served,	and	generate	correct	signal	to	clear	the	

corresponding	interrupt	request	FF.	
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Time-MulCplexed	Seven	Segment	Display	

Data inputs 
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Time-MulCplexing	Circuit	
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MulCplexing	Circuit	Based	on	PicoBlaze	

•  mod-500	generates	an	interrupt	every	5us.	

•  ISR	loads	sseg[6:0]	from	memory	and	generates	
corresponding	port	ID	for	an[3:0].	


